Italian Identities XII
As Told Through Cinema | Il cinema racconta gli italiani

MARCH 1-2, 2016 / SPAZIO ALFIERI / Via dell’Ulivo, 6, Florence

MARCH 1, 2016

6:30 P.M.
LA MIA CLASSE
directed by DANIELE GAGLIANONE
GUESTS: DANIELE GAGLIANONE
Director

9:00 P.M.
IO SONO LI
directed by ANDREA SEGRE
GUEST: ANDREA SEGRE
Director

MARCH 2, 2016

8:00 P.M.
ADIL E YUSUF
directed by CLAUDIO NOCE
GUEST: CLAUDIO NOCE
Director

9:30 P.M.
BLACKSTAR NATI SOTTO UNA STELLA NERA
directed by FRANCESCO CASTELLANI
GUEST: FRANCESCO CASTELLANI
Director

Movies will be shown in Italian with English subtitles

Italian Identities as Told through Cinema: il cinema racconta gli italiani is an insightful way to study the evolution of Italian culture, history, and society. It introduces students, both foreign and Italian, and the general audience to contemporary topics in Italian society and investigates these issues through the medium of film.

At each screening, Prof. Vito Zagarrio, Italian Identities film festival director, cinematic director and Professor of Cinema at NYU Florence and Roma3, and Professor Ermelinda Campani, Spogli Family Director of Stanford’s Breyer Center for Overseas Studies in Florence and Professor of Film Studies, will introduce and moderate an open discussion with a special guest speaker associated with each film.